
HEALTHY LIFESTYLES  
 

 Criteria  

F1 I can show an awareness of the safety procedures concerned with fitness training 

F2 I can record and monitor my heart rate using my pulse  

F3 I can perform a variety of fitness tests used to measure individual performance 

F4 I can establish my current levels of personal fitness 

F5 I can record and evaluate levels of performance using timing/measuring distances and recovery rate 

F6 I can plan, monitor and record a small programme to improve an area of my current level of fitness 

F7 I can evaluate the results of a devised programme to improve an area of my current level of fitness, and make suggestions to improve this 

V I achieve consistently good scores with some understanding of the application of the main fitness components  

W I demonstrate average scores for my age group in the main fitness tests with some understanding of main fitness components 

X I achieve average scores for my age group occasionally in the fitness tests  

Y I complete fitness tests with a basic level of cardiovascular fitness 

Z I attempted all fitness tests to the best of my ability with some successful scores  

 

INVASION GAMES 

  Criteria  

Rules and Laws R1 I understand the rules of the game 

  R2 I can apply the rules during a game situation 

Passing P1 I can pass on my strong side 

  P2 I can pass on both sides and find a team mate  

  P3 I can combine a variety of passes showing accuracy and power 

 P4  I can apply a range of passing techniques to varying game contexts 



Control C1 I can control the ball in isolation 

  C2 I can control the ball and be ready for the next pass in a competitive situation 

  C3 I can control the ball using a variety of methods when under pressure  

 C4 I can signal for the ball 

Movement M1 I can move into space to receive the ball 

  M2 I can feint and create space before receiving the ball 

  M3 I can run at an opponent and move past on the chosen side  

 M4 I can show positional awareness during a game 

Attack / Defence AD1 I can intercept the ball in isolation and attack in isolation 

  AD2 I can intercept the ball in a game situation and attack in a game situation  

  AD3 I can intercept the ball and attack at speed whilst in a competitive situation  

Game Situation  G1 I can restart play correctly when the ball leaves the areas or a foul has occurred 

  G2 I can assist my team mates in a game and make few unforced errors 

 G3 I can exert and influence the game in both attack and defence 

 G4 I can show a high level of skill and tactical awareness when under pressure 
 

STRIKING AND FIELDING 

  Criteria 

Rules & Laws RL1 I understand both scoring and pitch positions 

 RL2 I can apply all the rules of striking, bowling and fielding  

Fielding F1 I can throw, catch and stop the ball over short distances 

 F2 I can stop and perform a long and short barrier  

 F3 I can demonstrate the underarm and overarm throws accurately 

 F4 I can anticipate and adjust my position in a game and catch the ball coming at different heights and speeds 

 F5 I can consistently catch and return the ball as speed including in deep field  

Bowling B1 I can demonstrate a static bowling action  

 B2 I can apply the correct technique and my delivery of the ball is consistent  

 B3 I can apply variation of height, speed and spin on the ball to outwit the batsman 

 B4 I can bowl consistently with only the occasional no ball 

Batting BT1 I can adopt the correct batting stance with a good grip 



 BT2 I can select and apply attacking and defensive shots  

 BT3 I can play the appropriate shot to a variety of balls bowled  

 BT4  I can control my shots and place the ball dependent on the field position 

Game Situation GS1 I can influence the game in either batting or bowling  

 GS2 I can show some anticipation and adjust accordingly  

 GS3 I can show skill and tactical awareness in a competitive situation - under pressure  

 GS4 I can exert influence on the game in batting, bowling and fielding making few unforced errors.  

NET AND WALL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNIQUE & IMPROVEMENT  

GYMNASTICS Core CO1 I can copy basic balances such as sunshine, warrior or candlestick  

    CO2 I can copy basic travel such as log roll or teddy bear roll 

    CO3 I can copy advanced balances such as headstand or handstand  

    CO4 I can copy advanced travel such as forward roll or cartwheel 

    CO5 I can select and apply agility skills with body tension, control and flow - using small apparatus 

  Criteria 

Service S1 I can start a rally with a serve  

  S2 I can vary my serve with direction, speed, height or spin - making it difficult to return  

  S3 I can consistently serve in singles and doubles with power and direction 

Footwork FO1 I can move with the correct footwork and ease  

  FO2 I can move efficiently in both singles and doubles and sometimes use formations  

Rules and Laws RU1 I can understand both scoring and court markings  

  RU2 I can apply the rules to a game situation 

Stroke Play SP1 I can make contact but do not always get it over the net 

  SP2 I can use a 'pan handle' grip and tap back to a partner  

  SP3 I can make contact some of the time using the forehand stroke frequently  

  SP4 I can perform a variety of forehand and backhand shots with success showing placement and technique 

Game Situation  GA1 I can maintain a mid-court rally with shots that are easy to reach  

  GA2 I can be effective in a game performing strokes when not under pressure  

  GA3 I can outwit my opponent when under pressure demonstrating a good level of skill  

  GA4 I can anticipate my opponents shots and disguise my own shots - demonstrating tactical awareness  



    CO6 I can link balance and travel together to perform a short sequence  

    CO7 I can link more advanced agility skills to form a routine showing an awareness of body/weight/timing 

    C08 I can perform a sequence which shows imagination and originality, it is aesthetically pleasing with style  

  Vaulting V1 I can take out and put away equipment safely 

    V2 I can perform the correct run up, take off and land safely 

    V3 I can perform a basic vault - squat or straddle 

    V4 I can perform a more advanced vault such as handspring/ headspring 

  Trampolining T1 I can assist the teacher to fold and unfold the trampoline  

    T2 I can mount and dismount the trampoline correctly and safely  

    T3 I can spot in a safe manner - staying focused at all times  

    T4 I can bounce with a good level of control and stop safely  

    T5 I can perform basic jumps such as tuck, straddle, half twist and full twist 

    T6 I can perform basic combinations such as seat landing, back landing and front landing 

    T7 I can perform combinations that include twists such as seat landing half twist 

    T8 I can perform twisting combinations such as swivel hips  

    T9 I can perform more advanced twists such as roller, full turntable or cat twist  

    T10 I can perform a somersault such as front tuck 

    T11 I can perform more than one somersault such as front and back tuck 

    T12 I can perform a 6 bounce routine  

    T13 I can perform a 8 bounce routine  

    T14 I can perform a 10 bounce routine  

ATHLETICS TRACK Sprinting SPR1 I can start a race from a standing position  

    SPR2 I can select and apply a technically correct racing start 

    SPR3 I can sprint with the correct head and posture  

    SPR4 I can keep my head down and drive low from the legs creating maximum speed  

  Mid - Long Dist.  M1 I can judge my pace when running  

    M2 I can run economically with the correct posture throughout the race  

    M3 I can apply tactics when racing using different lanes  

  Hurdles H1 I can approach a hurdle with an economical stride 

    H2 I can hurdle with my leading leg and arm positions  

  Relay RE1 I can give and receive the relay baton without dropping it 

    RE2 I can use an upward or downward sweeping technique on changeovers 

    RE3 I can use my check marks correctly when exchanging the baton  



ATHLETICS 
JUMPING Throwing TH1 I can throw from a standing position and understand the safety and rules  

    TH2 I can throw using the correct grip and have a reasonable effect 

    TH3 I can prepare for my throw using the correct grip and release 

    TH4 I can throw with balance, control and my movement shows speed and aggression  

    TH5 I can drive my hips forward into a powerful release at the correct angle and timing of each phase   

  Jumping J1 I can perform a slow run up and take of legally 

    J2 I can mark my run up correctly and demonstrate an attack on approach  

    J3 I can use technique during the flight phase and land on the correct part of my body  

    J4 I can apply excellent rhythm and aggression during the run up and take off phase, always landing correctly 

    

ALTERNATIVE 
ROLES  Officiating O1 I can apply knowledge and good understanding of the rules - making decisions  

    O2 I can communicate with confidence using verbal and non-verbal methods  

  Leadership/Coach L1 I can identify obvious strengths and areas for development 

    L2 I can help to set up skills practices and encourage participants  

    L3 I can lead sections of a practice/club/lesson such as warm up/ drill/ adapted game 

    L4 I can show good organisational skills with leading/coaching - equipment, well-planned, clear aims  

    L5 I can project and command a group to ensure aims are met and safety is considered  

  
Warm up/cool 
down W1 I can perform a warm up and cool down safely  

    W2 I understand why we need to warm up and cool down  

    W3 I know the major muscles to stretch for the activity  

    W4 I can design and lead a  warm up and cool down safely for small groups of people 

 


